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Abstract 
 

In the present study, the effect of concentration, osmolality and charge of x-ray 

contrast agents on their diffusion and equilibrium distribution across different zones 

of cartilage was investigated. Full-thickness cartilage discs (Ø = 8.5 mm, n = 3) were 

extracted from healthy equine femoral condyle (n = 2). The diffusion of four different 

contrast agent baths (Condition A: Visipaque 320 mg/ml, 290 mOsmol/kg; Condition 

B: Visipaque 320 mg/ml, 600 mOsmol/kg; Condition C: Visipaque 160 mg/ml, 290 

mOsmol/kg; Condition D: Hexabrix 320 mg/ml, 600 mOsmol/kg) was allowed only 

through the articular surface. Samples were imaged with a micro computed 

tomography scanner (micro-CT) before the contrast agent bath was applied, and after 

5, 10, 20, 30 minutes and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 24, 30, 36, and 48 hours. Findings 

show that osmolality and concentration do not have a pronounced effect on diffusion. 

However, concentration influence on diffusion is seen on zonal curves. Moreover, the 

diffusion coefficient of Hexabrix was between 2.9 and 8.6 times lower than that of 

Visipaque that reflects the important effect of solute’s charge on the transport through 

charged hydrated tissue such as articular cartilage. Slightly different diffusion 

coefficient observed within dilute and concentrated Visipaque baths suggested 

deviation from ideal Fickean behavior within articular cartilage. However, close 

diffusion coefficients of cartilage exposed to low and high osmolality baths confirmed 

the minor effect of osmolality on the transport of neutral solutes.   

 

Keywords: articular cartilage; diffusion; contrast agent; contrast enhanced computed 

tomography (micro-CT); Visipaque; Hexabrix; cartilage zones; diffusion coefficient 
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1. Introduction 
 

Articular cartilage is an avascular, structurally organized, smooth and flexible 

connective tissue found between gliding joints.  It allows mobility between 

articulating surfaces with minimal friction and wear while distributing joint loads to 

decrease joint surfaces’ stresses [1]. Articular cartilage is made of a solid matrix and a 

fluid phase. Collagen and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are the main components of 

the solid matrix of articular cartilage whereas water and mobile ions are the main 

components of the fluid phase. GAGs are negatively charged polysaccharides 

covalently attached to proteoglycans in the extracellular matrix (ECM) and they are 

responsible of holding water in the tissue and allowing cartilage to resist compression 

[2, 3].  

Articular cartilage comprises of different layers with inhomogeneous collages as well 

as GAG distribution. Figure 1 [4] illustrates the structure of cartilage zones. These 

zones are categorized into superficial, middle, deep and calcified zones. Superficial 

zone is made of fine fibers that are densely packed parallel to the articular surface; it 

has a high cell density and a low GAG content in comparison to the other zones. In 

the middle zone has thicker collagen fibers in comparison to the superficial zone and 

they are randomly oriented. Also, the middle zone has the highest concentration of 

GAGs. In the deep zone, the fibers reach their maximal thickness and orient 

perpendicularly to the articular surface and form bundles [5] that cross the tidemark in 

the calcified zone and fixes the articular cartilage to the bone [6]. Water content in 

cartilage reduces linearly with depth going from 80% in the superficial zone to 65% 

in the deep zone [7] 

 

 
Figure 1 – Illustration of the cartilage microstructure with the different zones, 

macromolecules and fiber orientations present in cartilage [4]. 
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As an avascular tissue, cartilage health relies on diffusion and convection for the 

transport of nutrients and small molecules between cartilage and the surrounding 

synovial fluid [1]. Moreover, water has free mobile cations that can alter the 

physicochemical and mechanical properties of cartilage [8, 9] giving cartilage its load 

bearing capability. The main mechanism for the transport of ions and macromolecules 

are diffusion and convection, respectively [10]. Diffusion is a mechanism of mass 

transport that occurs due to random particle motion leading eventually to a 

homogeneous mix. Convection however, is the transport of matter due to the motion 

of fluid as a result of body forces [11]. 

Fick’s laws and Brownian motion are the corner stones of diffusion [12]. Brownian 

motion is responsible for the particles’ random movements. But, if a chemical 

potential is present, particles will tend to move from a high chemical potential area to 

a low chemical potential area. This is known as Fick’s first law and in one dimension 

this law is expressed as follows [12] 

 

 
𝐽 = −𝐷

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑥 (1) 

                                                           

where 𝐽 is the diffusion flux (mol/m2.s),  𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient and !"
!"

 is the 

concentration gradient. The microstructural features, temperature of the environment 

as well as size of the diffusing molecules influence the diffusion coefficient, which is 

an inherent property of the medium [13]. Due to its sensitivity on the local 

microstructure, diffusion coefficients are used in current studies to assess the physical 

properties of tissues like cartilage [14-16]. In particular situations, diffusion can also 

be recognized as a non-Fickean process. Unlike Fickean diffusion, non-Fickean 

diffusion is concentration-dependent. An example of non-Fickean diffusion can be 

found when an ionic solvent diffuses in articular cartilage that results in matrix 

deformation. This geometrical change during diffusion may alter ion-extracellular 

matrix (ECM) interactions due to water content as well as steric hindrance changes 

[17-19]. Consequently, the diffusion process undergoes temporal changes resulting in 

deviation from simple Fickean assumption. 

The function of cartilage is compromised when the main components are disturbed 

affecting the interaction between them. The progressive degeneration of articular 
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cartilage and subchondral bone that causes cartilage’s mechanical property 

deterioration is called osteoarthritis (OA). The initial signs of OA are disruption of 

collagen network, GAG depletion, alteration of water content and thickening of 

subchondral bone [3, 20-23]. These disruptions cause an alteration of the diffusive 

properties of cartilage [24] which can be used by imaging techniques as a marker to 

evaluate cartilage integrity [16]. Contrast enhanced computed tomography (CECT) 

quantifies GAG concentration in cartilage by imaging diffusion and equilibrium 

partitioning of a contrast agent using a CT scanner. The contrast agents used in CECT 

can have a positive, negative or neutral charge [25] and their diffusion rate and 

equilibration varies accordingly. For an anionic contrast agent, the diffusion rate and 

equilibrium partitioning is inversely proportional to the negatively charged GAG 

concentration [9]. The opposite is expected for a cationic contrast agent is used [26]. 

In the case of a contrast agent with no charge, GAG concentration does not affect its 

diffusion. Other constituents like molecular weight of the contrast agent, the direction 

of the collagen network and water content enhance the complexity of contrast agent 

diffusion [14, 27-31]. Moreover, salts are added to contrast agent baths to reach a 

particular osmolality to emulate the osmolality of a normal synovial fluid. Salts are 

composed of ions, which may influence the contrast agent diffusion. This has not 

been studied before. 

The aims of this thesis are to use three intact osteochondral plugs to: (1) determine the 

effect of concentration of the uncharged contrast agent Visipaque on diffusion; (2) 

determine if osmolality has an effect on the diffusion process of Visipaque; (3) 

compare the diffusion of the negatively charged contrast agent Hexabrix against the 

uncharged contrast agent Visipaque; (4) addressing the diffusion in the different zones 

of cartilage for different conditions. 
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2. Methodology 
 

The research questions for this study were: (1) the effect of concentration of the 

uncharged contrast agent Visipaque on diffusion; (2) the effect of osmolality on the 

diffusion process of Visipaque; (3) comparison of the diffusion of the negatively 

charged contrast agent Hexabrix against the uncharged contrast agent Visipaque; (4) 

analysis of the zonal diffusion in cartilage of four different contrast agent baths. To 

address these questions an experimental setup was designed as shown on figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 – Flow chart of the experimental setup. 

 

2.1. Sample Preparation 

2.1.1. Sample Extraction and Conditioning 

 

For this study, equine knees were obtained from the Equine Clinic in Utrecht 

University. Using a drill driver, three osteochondral plugs were harvested non-

sterilely from visually intact medial femoral condyle of 6-10 year-old euthanized 

equine donors immediately after the animals were sacrificed.  To reduce the effects of 

spatial variations in cartilage properties, osteochondral plugs were extracted as close 

to each other as possible. The Utrecht University Animal Experiments Committee 

approved the procedures. The harvesting involved drilling the joints with a custom-

made drill tips (ACUFEX, Smith-Nephew, USA) associated with continuous drill site 

irrigation using PBS to prevent overheating. To avoid damaging the cartilage during 

extraction, the drill tip had to be pressed perpendicular to the cartilage surface prior to 

the drilling as shown on figure 3(a). The surface was checked visually to detect 
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potential damages made by the drill. The average height of the explants was 12.5 ± 

2.5 mm and the diameter was 8.5 mm shown on figure 3(b). Cartilage’s thickness was 

2.9 ± 0.2 mm. Osteochondral plugs were subsequently transferred to vials containing 

PBS with a pH of 7.4, one tablet of protease inhibitor and 0.36 mg of EDTA per ml of 

solution to prevent cartilage degradation. Moreover, the osmolality of the solution 

was adjusted to 290 mOsmol/kg to match the osmolality of the synovial fluid in the 

horse joint. The specimens were then stored in the freezer at -20 ºC prior to the 

preparation of the tissue sample.  

 

2.1.2 Tissue Sample Preparation 

 

The preparation of the samples started by thawing the frozen osteochondral plugs at 4 

ºC for five hours. Once the samples were completely defrosted, they were wrapped in 

a heat shrinkable tube in combination with hot melt adhesive (SBRS-3XGLW, Woer, 

China) as shown on figure 3(c) The wrapping procedure was intended to minimize 

edge effects as well as radial diffusion from the sides of the sample. On the upper part 

of the sample a cork plug was placed to restrict the evaporation of the contrast agents 

during prolonged diffusion experiments. In addition, a POM support was mounted 

underneath the osteochondral plug for specimen stabilization in the micro-CT scan.   

            

(a) (b) (c) 

   
 

Figure 3 – (a) The drill tip had to be pressed perpendicularly to the cartilage surface 

prior to the drilling procedure to avoid damaging the cartilage during extraction. (b) 

The diameter of the osteochondral plug was 8.5 mm and the average height of the 
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explants was 12.5 ± 2.5 mm. (c) The tissue sample is composed of a cork on the upper 

part. Below the cork is the contrast agent followed by the cartilage and finally the 

support. All components are wrapped with a heat shrinking tube. 

 

2.2 Solute Transport 
 

This thesis assessed the transport of two different contrast agents in horse articular 

cartilage at different concentrations and at different osmolalities resulting in four 

different conditions summarized in table 2.1. For condition C, the contrast agent is 

diluted using distilled water to reach a concentration of 160 mgIodine/ml. For 

conditions A, B and D the original concentrations of the contrast agents was used. 

Conditions A, C and D used contrast agents with unaltered osmolality.  For condition 

B, the osmolality of the contrast agent was increased to 600 mOsmol/kg by adding 0.3 

gr NaCl/ml. The osmolalities for conditions A to D were measured with a micro-

osmometer (3320, Advanced Instruments, USA).   

 

Table 2.1: Summary of concentrations and osmolalities used in conditions A to D. 

 

Condition Contrast 
Agent 

Concentration 
[mgIodine/ml] 

Osmolality 
[mOsmol/kg] 

A VisipaqueTM 320 290 

B VisipaqueTM 320 600 

C VisipaqueTM 160 290 

D HexabrixTM 320 600 

 

For conditions A to D, 600-700 µL of contrast agent were injected over the articular 

surface in the osteochondral plug. Immediately, the cork was placed on top of the 

sample to avoid the evaporation of the contrast agent after prolonged diffusion 

experiments. The study was conducted at room temperature (20 ºC). Table 2.2 

summarizes the characteristics of contrast agents used in conditions A to D.  
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Table 2.2: Summary of characteristics of the contrast agents used in conditions A to 

D. 

Contrast 
Agent 

Active 
Moiety Charge Molecular 

Mass [g/mol] Manufacturer 

VisipaqueTM Iodixanol 0 1550 GE Healthcare AS, 
Netherlands 

HexabrixTM Ioxaglate -1 1269 Mallinckrodt, St. 
Louis, MO, USA 

 

2.3 Imaging Protocol 
 

A micro-CT scanner (Quantum FX, Perkin Elmer, USA) was used to investigate 

diffusion for conditions A to D and is shown in figure 4(a) The micro CT-scanner was 

set to a tube voltage of 90 kV, tube current of 180 mA and voxel size of 40 µm3. 

Initially, the osteochondral plugs were mounted over a custom-made support, placed 

inside the micro-CT chamber and imaged without contrast agent. Afterwards, 600-

700 µL of contrast agent (Table 2.2) was injected in the free space in the wrapping 

above the articular cartilage and the diffusion progress was recorded in 0, 5, 10, 20, 

30 minutes and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 24, 30, 36 and 48 hours. Samples were 

mounted on a custom holder as shown on figure 4(b). Samples 1 and 2 were imaged 

simultaneously while sample 3 was imaged by itself. A total of three samples were 

imaged per condition. 
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(a) (b) 

      
  

Figure 4 – (a) Micro-CT Scanner used for image acquisition model Quantum FX 

Perkin Elmer. Tube voltage: 90 kV, tube current: 180 mA, resolution: 40 µm. (b) Two 

prepared tissue samples were mounted on a custom made holder and imaged 

simultaneously. 

 

2.4 Desorption Bath 
 

After 48 hours, when the contrast agent reached equilibrium in the cartilage, the 

wrapping material around the sample was removed. The samples were put into a 

rinsing solution of 50 ml made of PBS, EDTA and protease inhibitor for 24 hours at a 

temperature of 5 °C. After 24 hours, the samples were removed from the rinsing 

solution and were placed in a new rinsing solution of 50 ml with the same 

characteristics for another period of 24 hours. This procedure was done to reutilize the 

tissue samples for conditions A to D. 

 

2.5 Image Processing 

2.5.1 Equilibrium Curves 

 

Equilibrium curves were generated using the average grey values obtained by using 

the public domain ImageJ program developed at the US National Institutes of Health 

[32]. The micro-CT scanner generated tomographic grayscale images of three 

osteochondral plugs for each condition. The mid-section of the tomographic grayscale 
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image was selected for each sample. Then a region of interest (ROI) was generated 

and used to crop the original image. All ROIs for the same sample at a specific 

condition had to be the same. That is, they had to be located in the same coordinates 

and they had to have the same width. All samples in conditions A to D had ROI’s of 

the same width, 140 pixels. The height did vary between conditions and samples. All 

ROIs included three sections: contrast agent, cartilage and subchondral bone. The 

following step was thresholding that led to the generation of a mask of the cartilage 

thickness at each time point. To segment cartilage, two global threshold values were 

used: one to segment subchondral bone and the other to segment the contrast agent 

above the cartilage. The ROIs of both segmentations were added and the resulting 

image was inverted. This resulted in a mask of the cartilage section. BoneJ, and 

ImageJ plug-in that uses a greater sphere-fitting algorithm [33], used the mask to 

calculate the average cartilage thickness. The final step was obtaining the average 

grey value of the full cartilage. The contours of the masks of the cartilage section of 

the osteochondral plugs at all time points were selected using the wand tool in ImageJ 

and stored in the ROI manager. The original grey scale ROIs were opened and the 

corresponding contours were selected from the ROI manager to measure the average 

grey values. The average grey values were converted by the following linear 

relationship formula 

 𝐶 = 𝐻 ∗ 𝛼 + 𝛽 (2) 

                                                           

Where 𝐶 is the contrast agent bath concentration, 𝐻 is the average grey value of 

cartilage and 𝛼 and 𝛽 are constants.  To find 𝛼 and 𝛽, two equations were generated. 

The highest concentration is related to the highest average grey value to form one 

equation. Relating the lowest concentration to the lowest average grey value 

generated a second equation. The final step was normalizing the concentration and it 

was achieved by dividing the concentration by the original bath concentration of the 

corresponding condition and the result was multiplied by one hundred. These values 

are plotted with respect to time. Figure 5 illustrates the steps previously described to 

obtain the average grey values. 
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Figure 5 – Flowchart of image processing with ImageJ for the generation of the 

equilibrium curves. 

 

2.5.2 Image Registration 

 

A rigid registration process was performed with the Elastix software [34]. Two 

images are required to perform the registration process, a moving image 𝐼!(𝑥) and a 

fixed image 𝐼!(𝑥). Images at time 0 minutes for conditions A to D and for samples 1 

to 4 were selected as fixed images. Images at times 12, 24, 30 and 48 hours for 

conditions A to D and for samples 1 to 4 were selected as moving images. 

Registration was performed between fixed and moving images from the same 

condition and same sample number. Registration is the task of finding the 

transformation 𝑇 𝑥 =   𝑥 + 𝑢  (𝑥) that spatially aligns 𝐼!(𝑇 𝑥 ) to 𝐼!(𝑥). The quality 

of the alignment is determined by the cost function 𝐶  (𝑻: 𝐼! , 𝐼!) also known as metric. 

Registration is mathematically formulated as an optimization problem in which 𝐶 is 

reduced to its minimum with respect to 𝑇 to achieve the optimal transformation. 

Elastix software limits the amount of possible transformations by introducing a 

parameterization of the transformation. The optimization problem is expressed as [34] 

 

 µμ = argmin𝐶(𝑇! ; 𝐼! , 𝐼!) (3) 

                                                             µ 

where the subscript µμ denotes the parameterization of the transform. The 

transformation parameters are contained on vector µ. The minimization of the cost 

function 𝐶  is achieved through an iterative optimization method, frequently in a 

multi-resolution setting.  Figure 6 illustrates the basic registration components used 

by the Elastix software and which can be configured to create a registration algorithm.  
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Figure 6 – Flowchart of basic registration components [34]. 

Registration was optimized using 1024 iterations using Mutual Information (MI) as 

the cost function. MI was calculated using 2048 samples per iteration from a sample 

region of size 50 x 50 x 50 mm. MI measures the statistical dependence between the 

intensities of the fixed and moving images [35] and is defined as follows [36]  

 

 
𝑀𝐼 µμ; 𝐼! , 𝐼! = 𝑝(𝑓,𝑚, ; µμ)𝑙𝑜𝑔!

𝑝(𝑓,𝑚; µμ)
𝑝!(𝑓)𝑝!(𝑚; µμ)!∈!!!  ∈!!

 (4) 

 

where  𝐿!  and 𝐿!  are sets of intensity bin centers that are regularly spaced, the 

discrete joint probability is represented by 𝑝. The marginal discrete probabilities of 

the moving and fixed images are represented by 𝑝! and 𝑝!.  

A linear interpolator was used when applying the deformation to the moving image. 

The values obtained with the linear interpolator are the weighted average of the 

neighboring voxels and the weight is the distance to each voxel. A translation 

transformation was called in the algorithm and is defined as [34] 

 𝑇! 𝑥 = 𝑥 + 𝑡 (5) 

 

where 𝑡 is the translation vector. The exact registration settings can be found on the 

appendix A and a usage example of Elastix can be found on appendix B. The 

parameter vector is defined by µμ = 𝑡. Elastix is a command-line program with no 
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graphical user interface. Thus, MeVisLab was used as a visualization tool used to 

compare the fixed image to the registered image [37]. Using Panel Synchroview for 

2D, random points in the cartilage surface and in the boundary between the cartilage 

and the subchondral bone were selected to visually inspect if the points in the fixed 

and the registered image matched as shown in figure 7. 

a) b) 

  

Figure 7 – Visual inspection of the registered image using MeVislab. Random points 

in the (a) boundary between the cartilage and the subchondral bone and the (b) 

cartilage surface were selected to visually inspect if the points in the fixed and the 

registered image matched. 

 

2.5.3 Concentration Gradient Curves 

 

Images registered with ImageJ required post-processing with ImageJ. After 

registration, the images may have pixels that come from outside the picture. This 

occurs when there is no correspondence between some pixels at time t = 0 hours and t 

> 0 hours. In this thesis, this was the case for all registered images at their borders. To 

identify these pixels in the registered image, in the Elastix parameter file a default 

pixel value of 0 was set. Using ImageJ, the identified pixels were cropped from the 

registered image.  The mask previously created for t = 0 hours for the same sample 

and condition as the registered image, was cropped to the same size and at the same 

coordinates as the registered image. The resulting mask was used to generate multiple 

ROIs of a one-pixel thickness and applied on the registered image to obtain the 

average grey values for each ROI at different depths in cartilage. The average grey 
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values were converted into concentration using the 𝛼  and 𝛽  values previously 

obtained for each condition for the equilibrium curves in combination with equation 

(2). The normalized concentrations were obtained by dividing the concentration by 

the original bath concentration of the corresponding condition and the result was 

multiplied by one hundred. To normalize thickness, a particular ROI had to be divided 

by the total number of ROIs that cover a sample’s thickness. Figure 8 summarizes the 

steps previously described to obtain the concentration gradient curves. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Flowchart of image processing with ImageJ and Elastix to generate the 

concentration gradient curves. 

 

2.5.4 Zonal Diffusion Curves 

 

Zonal diffusion curves were generated based on the previously registered images at 0, 

1, 6, 12, 24 and 48 hours for conditions A to D and samples 1 to 3. The first step was 

to determine the thickness of cartilage at 0 hours for each sample using BoneJ plug-in 

in ImageJ [33]. Then, for each image, cartilage was divided in three zones: 

superficial, middle and deep zones. The superficial zone is equivalent to 20% of 

cartilage thickness from the surface. The next 50% of cartilage’s thickness from the 

end of the superficial zone was considered middle zone and the final 30% of 

cartilage’s thickness at the end of the middle zone was considered the deep zone. The 

multiple ROIs previously generated for the concentration gradient curves were then 

used. The multiple ROIs of one pixel thickness were combined to cover the 

superficial, middle and deep zones separately by using the OR option in ImageJ 

creating three new ROIs, one for each zone. These ROIs were applied to the 

registered images at 0, 1, 6, 12, 24 and 48 hours for conditions A to D and samples 1 

to 3 and the average grey values were obtained. The average grey values were 

converted into concentration using the 𝛼 and 𝛽 values previously obtained for each 

condition for the equilibrium curves in combination with equation (2). The 

normalized concentrations were obtained by dividing the concentration by the original 
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bath concentration of the corresponding condition and the result was multiplied by 

one hundred.  

 

 
 

Figure 9 – Flowchart of ImageJ and Elastix to generate the zonal diffusion curves 

 

2.6 Diffusion Coefficient  
 

For this thesis, it was assumed that the cartilage disks were exposed to a stirred 

solution with limited volume. Thus, the concentration in the solution depends on time 

and is determined by the condition that the total amount of solute in the cartilage and 

in the solution remains constant as diffusion progresses. Moreover, the thickness of 

cartilage was assumed to be 2𝑙 and that diffusion occurred in one dimension only 

through the articular cartilage. The solution, of limited size, occupies the space 

– 𝑙 − 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ −𝑙 , 𝑙 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑙 + 𝑎 . Furthermore, the solute’s concentration in the 

solution is initially 𝐶! and is permanently uniform. Cartilage is initially free from the 

solute. 

 A solution for the diffusion equation is required [17] 

 𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡 = 𝐷

𝜕!𝐶
𝜕𝑥!  (6) 

 

with the following initial condition 

 𝐶 = 0,                  − 𝑙 < 𝑥 < 𝑙,                    𝑡 = 0 (7) 

 

Another boundary condition is based on conservation of mass at the cartilage-bath 

interface stating that the rate at which a solute enters the cartilage over the surface 

𝑥 = 𝑙 is the same at which it leaves the solution. This boundary condition is expressed 

as follows  
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𝑎
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡 =   ±D

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑥 ,                  𝑥 =   𝑙,                    𝑡 > 0 (8) 

 

The concentration within the cartilage is given by the expression [38] 

 

𝐶 = 𝐶! 1+
2 1+ 𝛼 exp  (−𝐷𝑞!

!𝑡
𝑙! )

1+ 𝛼 + 𝛼!𝑞!!

!

!!!

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑞!𝑥
𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑞!
 (9) 

 

where 𝑞! are the non-zero positive roots of 

 tan 𝑞! = −𝛼𝑞! (10) 

 

and  

 𝛼 =
𝑎
𝑘𝑙 (11) 

 

where 𝑎 is the bath height, 𝑙 the cartilage height and 𝑘 the partition factor calculated 

by dividing the average grey value at 48 hours over the average grey value of the 

solution. FEBio software was used to develop a one dimensional finite element model 

to fit the experimental data for all conditions in the equilibrium curves to obtain the 

diffusion coefficients [39]. 

 

2.6.1 Statistical Analysis 

 

ANOVA two-factor without replication statistical analysis was used to determine the 

statistical significance of the normalized concentrations at 48 hours in the equilibrium 

curves as well as in the zonal curves.   
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3. Results 
	  
To highlight the effect of contrast agent’s concentration, osmolality and charge in its 

passive diffusion through cartilage the equilibrium curves, zonal equilibrium curves 

and concentration gradient curves were generated for each sample at different 

conditions. For the equilibrium curves, the normalized concentration of the full 

cartilage for conditions A through D were plotted as a function of time as shown in 

figure 10a, 10b and 10c. By comparing the equilibrium curves of conditions A and C 

the effect of concentration variation of Visipaque on diffusion was observed. In 

figures 10a, 10b and 10c, conditions A and C reached near equilibrium state at 24 

hours. The normalized concentrations for both conditions were close for all samples. 

However, on average condition C had a higher rate of diffusion up to time 10 hours in 

comparison to condition A. The effect of osmolality on diffusion was assessed by 

comparing the equilibrium curves of conditions A and B that represent Visipaque 

diffusion at different osmolalities but with the same concentration. For both 

conditions the near equilibrium state was reached at 24 hours as shown on figure 10a, 

10b and 10c. On average the diffusion rate of both conditions were similar as well as 

the normalized concentrations for all different time points. Comparing conditions B 

and D in the equilibrium curves assessed the effect of charge on diffusion. Condition 

B was composed of Visipaque, a contrast agent with neutral charge and Condition D 

was composed of Hexabrix, a contrast agent with a negative charge. Both conditions 

had the same osmolality and both contrast agents have similar molecular size. For 

both conditions the near equilibrium state was reached at 24 hours as shown in figure 

10a, 10b and 10c. Moreover, condition B had a higher diffusion rate from 0 hours 

until 10 hours as well as a higher normalized concentration at all time points. The 

normalized concentration at the near equilibrium state for conditions A, B, C and D 

were 27.8 ± 4.6 % (mean ± SD), 28.1 ± 8.8 %, 30.9 ± 7.1 % and 12.1 ± 1.4% 

respectively. The partition coefficients, equivalent to the normalized concentrations at 

48 hours, of the equilibrium curves are shown on table 3.1. The difference between 

partition coefficients of condition B and D was statistically significant (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 10 – Normalized concentrations in full thickness cartilage at different time 

points for (a) sample 1, (b) sample 2 and (c) sample 3 for conditions A through D.  
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Table 3.1 – Partition coefficients (normalized concentrations at 48 hours) for the 

equilibrium curves. Only conditions B and D had a statistically significant difference 

(P < 0.05). 

 
 

The zonal curves provided more details about contrast agent diffusion in three 

different zones in cartilage: superficial, middle and deep zones. Figure 11 illustrates 

the normalized concentration of sample 1 and condition B in the superficial, middle 

and deep zones of cartilage at different time points. Figure 12 shows the normalized 

concentration against time of conditions A-D for samples 1 and 2 in the three 

different zones of cartilage. The normalized concentrations for the superficial zone 

were higher, for all samples and conditions, than those in the middle and deep zones 

as shown in figures 11 and 12. In the superficial zone for all conditions, the highest 

diffusion rate occurred in the interval of time between 0 and 1 hour as shown in figure 

12. Condition C had the highest rate of diffusion. Conditions A and B had a similar 

rate of diffusion, slower than condition C but higher than the diffusion rate of 

condition D. All conditions reached near-equilibrium normalized concentrations at 

approximately 12 hours in the superficial zone. In the superficial zone at 48 hours, 

condition B and D reached the highest and lowest partition coefficients respectively. 

The normalized concentrations at near equilibrium state for conditions A, B, C and D 

in the superficial zone were 57.7 ± 1.8 %, 59.3 ± 8.6 %, 53.4 ± 6.8 % and 29.7 ± 1.0 

% respectively. In addition, the partition coefficients for conditions A, B, C and D in 

the superficial zone were 57.7 ± 1.8 %, 59.3 ± 8.6 %, 53.4 ± 6.8 % and 29.7 ± 1.0 % 

respectively. In the middle zone, condition C starts diffusing immediately after time 0 

hours as shown in figure 12. Conditions A, B and D start diffusing in the middle zone 

after time 1 hour. The highest rate of diffusion in the middle zone occurs for all 

conditions and samples in the time interval 1 to 6 hours. Condition C and A have the 

highest rate of diffusion followed by condition B and lastly condition D. In the middle 

zone, no condition reaches equilibrium after 48 hours. Condition C and condition D 

reached the highest and lowest partition coefficients at time 48 hours respectively. 

The partition coefficients for conditions A, B, C and D in the middle zone were 30.1 ± 

5.0 %, 28.7 ± 5.6 %, 33.7 ± 6.7 % and 13.4 ± 0.2 respectively. In the deep zone, 

A B P-value A C P-value B D P-value

33.7 ± 5.9 30.7 ± 7.4 0.8399 33.7 ± 5.9 33.0 ± 6.1 0.0942 30.7 ± 7.4 18.3 ± 9.3 0.0094
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diffusion starts after time 6 hours for conditions A and C and after time 12 hours for 

conditions B and D as shown in figure 12. Also, condition C has the highest diffusion 

rate of all conditions and it is highest between 6 and 24 hours. The diffusion rate of 

conditions A and B are similar and their highest diffusion rate was occurred between 

12 and 24 hours. The lowest diffusion rate is that of condition D and it is fastest 

between 12 and 24 hours.  In the deep zone condition C and condition D reached the 

highest and lowest partition coefficients respectively. In the deep zone, no condition 

reaches equilibrium after 48 hours. The partition coefficients for conditions A, B, C 

and D in the deep zone were 16.5 ± 3.8 %, 16.0 ± 2.6 %, 20.2 ± 4.1 % and 5.8 ± 1.6 

% respectively. A summary of the partition coefficients for all zones and conditions is 

listed on table 3.2. The difference between partition coefficients of condition B and D 

in all cartilage zones was statistically significant (P < 0.05) as well as the difference 

between A and C in the deep zone (P < 0.05). 

 

Table 3.2 – Summary of partition coefficients for conditions A-D in the superficial, 

middle and deep zones of cartilage as well as their statistical significance. 

 
 

 

 

Superficial
A B P-value A C P-value B D P-value

57.7 ± 1.8 59.3 ± 8.6 0.7551 57.7 ± 1.8 53.4 ± 6.8 0.4010 59.3 ± 8.6 29.7 ± 1.0 0.0242

Middle
A B P-value A C P-value B D P-value

30.1 ± 5.0 28.7 ± 5.6 0.1296 30.1 ± 5.0 33.7 ± 6.7 0.2668 28.7 ± 5.6 13.4 ± 0.2 0.0430

Deep
A B P-value A C P-value B D P-value

16.5 ± 3.8 16.0 ± 2.6 0.4227 16.5 ± 3.8 20.2 ± 4.1 0.0082 16.0 ± 2.6 5.8 ± 1.6 0.0474
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Figure 11 – Zonal curves for condition B sample 1. The concentration of the contrast 

agent versus time is illustrated at different time points in different zones. 
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Figure 12 – Equilibrium curves for the superficial, middle and deep layers of 

cartilage for samples 1 and 2. These curves are called in this study zonal equilibrium 

curves. 

 

For the concentration gradient curves, the normalized concentration of multiple one-

pixel thickness ROIs were plotted against depth as shown on figure 13. The 

superficial zone is equivalent to 20% of cartilage thickness from the surface. In the 

superficial zone, condition A had the highest rate of diffusion followed by conditions 

B and C that had similar normalized concentrations as well as rate of diffusion. 

Condition D that had the lowest normalized concentration and rate of diffusion in the 

superficial zone. The middle zone corresponds to the next 50% of cartilage’s 

thickness after the end of the superficial zone. In the middle zone, the diffusion rate 

and normalized concentration diminishes for all conditions. In this zone, condition C 

has the highest diffusion rate, followed by conditions A and B and finally condition 

D. The deep zone is equivalent to the final 30% of cartilage’s thickness at the end of 

the middle zone. In the deep zone the diffusion rate as well as the normalized 

concentrations lower for all conditions. Condition C had the highest normalized 

concentration followed by conditions A and B. Condition D had the lowest 

normalized concentration in the deep zone. The partition coefficients for conditions 

A, B, C and D at 86% of the total cartilage thickness from the surface are 10.4 ± 1.7 

%, 7.4 ± 2.7 %, 17.8 ± 2.6 % and 6.2 ± 1.3 % respectively.  

Using a one dimensional finite element model developed with FEBio software the 

diffusion coefficients for all conditions and samples were calculated. This model 

fitted the computational values to the experimental data based on the superficial zone. 

The experimental data was obtained from the equilibrium curves. A summary of the 

diffusion coefficients is listed in table 3.3.  

Table 3.3 illustrates that osmolality alteration only slightly affects the diffusion 

coefficient within the articular cartilage (comparison between A and B). The ratio of 

diffusion coefficients for condition A and condition B (DA/DB) and for samples 1 to 3 

is 1.38, 1.23 and 0.76, respectively. Comparison of diffusion coefficients between 

condition A and condition C (effect of concentration) shows a slight increase in the 

diffusion coefficients after reducing the concentration. However, a dramatic decrease 

can be observed in the diffusion coefficient of Hexabrix compared to Visipaque under 
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constant osmolality. The ratio of diffusion coefficients (DB/DD) for sample 1-3 was 

8.6, 3.82 and 2.89, respectively.      

 

Table 3.3 - Summary of diffusion coefficients for conditions A-D and samples 1-3 

based on the equilibrium curves. 

Sample DA                
[µm2/s] 

 DB              
[µm2/s] 

DC             
[µm2/s] 

DD                
[µm2/s] 

1 6.9 5.0 11.0 0.6 
2 8.0 6.5 7.8 1.7 
3 20.8 27.5 36.0 9.5 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13 – Concentration gradient curves for sample 1 at conditions A through D at 

time 48 hours.  
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4. Discussion 
 
The primary aim of this thesis was to analyze the effect of contrast agent’s 

concentration, osmolality and charge on the passive diffusion through different layers 

within articular cartilage. Theoretically, a solute’s concentration can influence its 

partition coefficient [40]. However, a previous study concluded that the bath 

concentration of anionic contrast agents such as Hexabrix and Iodine do not have an 

effect on their diffusion and distribution in articular cartilage [14]. This previous 

study assessed the effect of concentration but in combination with charge and 

molecular weight which have been demonstrated to have an important effect on 

diffusion [14, 16, 18, 41, 42]. One of the aims of this thesis was the continuation of 

the previous study by using Visipaque, an uncharged contrast agent, at different 

concentrations to determine its effect on diffusion. By using the same neutral contrast 

agent at two different concentrations the effect of charge and molecular size in 

diffusion was eliminated. Contrary to what was hypothesized, no statistically 

significant differences (P > 0.05) were observed in the partition coefficients of 

conditions A and C at different time points in the equilibrium curves shown in figure 

10. The effect of osmolality in diffusion was also analyzed in this thesis. The 

osmolalities of contrast agent solutions are often altered to match the osmolality of the 

synovial fluid. Ions were added to the solutions to modify their osmolality because it 

was hypothesized that these may have an effect on contrast agent diffusion. Previous 

studies have analyzed the effect of osmolality on the change of cartilage volume but 

not on the diffusion of the contrast agent solution [14, 43]. Using Visipaque with the 

same concentration at different osmolalities, the effects of charge, molecular size and 

concentration were eliminated to assess solely the effect of osmolality in diffusion. In 

figure 10, the equilibrium curves of conditions A and B were compared to assess the 

effect of osmolality in the diffusion of contrast agents. Contrary to what was 

expected, the change in osmolality did not show a statistically significant (P > 0.05) 

alteration in the diffusion of contrast agents at different time points and depths. This 

may be due to the fact that the amount of ions added for the adjustment of the 

osmolality is not enough to alter the diffusion of the solutes. The effect of charge in 

diffusion was also assessed during this study by comparing the diffusion of 

Visipaque, a neutral contrast agent, to Hexabrix, an anionic contrast agent. Both 

contrast agents had the same concentration and similar molecular weight to eliminate 
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these interactions. A previous study compared the diffusion of a neutral and a anionic 

contrast agent solution but at different concentrations and with different molecular 

weights [18]. Thus, the results although valid, may have an influence of other 

interactions besides charge. The equilibrium curves for conditions B and D were 

compared to assess the influence of charge in diffusion. As hypothesized the results 

were consistent with previous studies that found an inversely proportional relationship 

between anionic contrast agents’ diffusion and spatial fixed charged density [44]. 

Moreover, these observations are also consistent with the expectation that anionic 

contrast agents reach lower equilibrium concentrations in comparison to neutral 

contrast agents [41]. The partition coefficients in the equilibrium curves at 48 hours of 

Hexabrix and Visipaque obtained in this study were 18.3 ± 9.3 % and 30.7 ± 7.4 % 

respectively. In a previous study, the normalized concentration of Hexabrix at 29 

hours was found to be 60 ± 4 % [14] which is more than twice the value found in this 

study. Another study reported the normalized concentration of Gadopentetate, a 

neutral contrast agent, at 48 hours to be 52.7 ± 6.5 % [18]. The variation in the results 

may be caused by the samples used for the experiments. This study used samples 

extracted from equine femurs while the two other studies used samples extracted from 

bovine patellae. Moreover, the partition coefficient of Gadopentetate may be higher 

than that of Visipaque because Gadopentetate has a lower molecular weight.  

The diffusion coefficients with the one dimensional finite element model developed 

with FEBio to fit the experimental data for all conditions in the equilibrium curves 

showed significant differences between conditions B and D. As expected, conditions 

A and B as well as A and C did not have significant differences. 

Figures 11 and 12 show an important variation in the diffusion rate and partition 

coefficient between the different zones in cartilage. These results correlate to previous 

studies that determined that diffusion in the superficial zone of cartilage can be up to 

one hundred fold faster than in the deep zone [45-48]. The variations of diffusion rate 

and partition coefficients between zones in cartilage are due to the inhomogeneous 

property of cartilage and the interaction of the ECM and the diffusing molecules. 

Proteoglycan is an ECM structure that may have an effect on the diffusion of charged 

as well as uncharged contrast agents. A previous study showed that upon the removal 

of proteoglycans from cartilage, the diffusion coefficient of neutral molecules, such as 

dextran, increases [49]. Another study suggested that the diffusion of dextran with a 

molecular weight similar to that of Visipaque or Hexabrix was hindered only by 
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proteoglycans [47]. Nevertheless, in another study no correlation was found between 

the proteoglycan content in the bulk tissue and the diffusion coefficient in cartilage 

[30]. Due to the important property differences between cartilage’s zones, zonal 

curves provide a more detailed and accurate information of the diffusion rate and 

normalized concentrations reached in each cartilage zone. The superficial zone has 

the highest concentration on all samples due to the high water content of cartilage in 

that zone. The average water content for the samples used in this study was 78%. 

Water acts as the medium of transport of molecules diffusing in articular cartilage, 

thus lower water content would decrease diffusion. The lower normalized 

concentrations of the middle and deep zones of cartilage are explained by the decrease 

of water content with depth [7]. In addition to the low water content, the deep zone 

has a mineralized part and small spaces that contributes to the reduction of diffusion. 

It was not possible to observe the influence of concentration on the equilibrium 

curves. However, that does not mean concentration does not have an effect on each 

cartilage zone. The diffusion rate of condition C was the highest in all cartilage zones. 

Also, condition C had a statistically significant difference from condition A in the 

deep zone (P < 0.05). These results may indicate a slight influence of concentration in 

diffusion. The equilibrium curves hide the effect of concentration in diffusion. This is 

because for the equilibrium curves, the diffusion coefficient of the superficial zone 

was averaged with the diffusion coefficients of the middle and deep zones that were 

significantly lower. Moreover, in the equilibrium curves (figure 10) it can be seen that 

the partition coefficients are lower than those in the superficial zone in the zonal 

curves (figure 12) as a consequence of the reason previously listed. Thus, the 

equilibrium curves shall be complemented with zonal curves to provide more accurate 

results. Besides concentration, a factor that may have contributed to the increased 

diffusivity of condition C is viscosity. For condition C, the contrast agent was diluted 

in PBS to reduce the concentration thereby reducing the viscosity of the solution. The 

reduction of viscosity may increase the partition coefficient and diffusion rate of 

condition C. It has been shown that diffusivity has an inverse relationship with 

viscosity with the fit parameter (power) that varies between -0.5 and -1 for 

concentrated and dilute solutions, respectively [50]. 

The concentration gradient shows a good correlation with the zonal curves by 

showing condition C having the highest normalized concentrations for the middle and 

deep zones. As depth progressed the normalized concentration for all conditions 
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decrease as was also seen on the zonal curves due to ECM interaction and water 

content decrease. 

It is worth mentioning that a Fickean diffusion formula with a biphasic-solute model 

was used to calculate the diffusion coefficient of Visipaque and Hexabrix. However, 

the zonal curves in figure 12 show a statistically significant (P < 0.05) influence of 

concentration in the partition coefficients in the deep zone, which is not accounted for 

in the Fickean formula. This observation suggests that the diffusion in cartilage may 

be non-Fickean. For more accurate results a multiphasic model for cartilage must be 

developed where not only the solute, solid and water fraction is taken into account but 

also the uncharged particles, concentration, viscosity and other macromolecules 

present in cartilage can be accounted in the interaction. Nevertheless, the biphasic-

solute model did not yield significant errors, especially for the overall behavior of 

cartilage. 

We investigated the effect of osmolality, concentration and charge of the solute by 

means of diffusion coefficient. It has been shown that diffusivities do not undergo 

significant change after changing the concentration as well as the osmolality. 

However, from small differences between diffusivities after changing the osmolality 

and concentration it can be inferred that the diffusion process does not strongly follow 

the Fick’s law. This can be explained by the fact that changes in concentration as well 

as the osmolality lead to enhanced solute-matrix interactions that this situation can 

even be accentuated once cartilage loses water as a result of exposure to high 

osmolality bath. Therefore, microscopic matrix shrinkage and expansion together with 

water content alterations lead to deviation from idea Fick’s law. Nevertheless, the 

findings of this study do not corroborate the results of the previous study [14] that 

showed virtually no effect of increase/decrease of the concentration. Our study also 

confirmed that viscosity changes due to dilution of the bath might increase the 

diffusivity within the cartilage through reducing the resistance of the mass transfer in 

the bath-cartilage interface [50].  

Influence of solute’s charge is reflected by drastic decrease in diffusivity in all 

samples. Cartilage as a negatively charged and hydrated tissue showed noticeable 

resistance against penetration of negatively charged contrast agent (Hexabrix). The 

extremely lower values of Hexabrix diffusivity compared to those of Visipaque 

indicated of pronounced influence of ion-ion interaction within the cartilage’s matrix.  
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Effects of beam hardening were found in the experiments. As the contrast agent 

concentration increased, so did the beam hardening. This may have had an impact on 

the results. Moreover, the subchondral plate was assumed to be impermeable which is 

not realistic as was shown in a study [46] and should be considered in future studies. 

Another limitation was the use of a finite bath and lack of stirring of the solution. The 

contrast agent molecules in a finite solution settle in the surface of cartilage, which 

may obstruct the diffusion of other molecules in the cartilage [45]. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
In summary, the osmolality and concentration variation in the equilibrium curves 

showed negligible effects on diffusion. However, in the zonal curves the 

concentration showed an effect on the diffusion rate of the three zones and the 

partition coefficient of the deep zone. This finding implies the necessity of zonal 

curves in combination with equilibrium curves to improve the interpretation of data. 

Results suggest there are important zonal differences in the composition and structure 

of cartilage that influence the diffusion of molecules in the tissue. Charge did have an 

important effect on diffusion rate, partition coefficients and diffusion coefficients as 

initially hypothesized. Systematic further studies are required to elucidate the 

contribution of macromolecules, such as proteoglycans, in diffusion. Thus, a future 

study could be the replication of the current study in cartilage samples that have 

undergone enzymatic degradation to remove proteoglycans. The samples shall be 

placed in an infinite bath to avoid the necessity of stirring which may have an effect 

on diffusion. Also, a multiphasic model for cartilage must be developed to account for 

the interaction of the solute, solid, water fraction, uncharged diffusing particles, 

macromolecules present in cartilage, viscosity and concentration of diffusing particles 

to calculate an accurate diffusing coefficient at each cartilage zone. Moreover, the 

subchondral bone should be considered as permeable.  

The present results are important to enhance the current understanding of diffusion of 

neutral contrast agents in healthy articular cartilage. The importance of zonal curves 

and the influence of charge and concentration were highlighted in this study as well as 

the need for an enhanced multiphasic model of cartilage to improve the calculation of 

the diffusion coefficient in different cartilage zones. 
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Appendix	  A	  
 
Registration Parameter File 
	  
//	  B-‐Spline	  transformation	  
	  
//ImageTypes	  
(FixedInternalImagePixelType	  "float")	  
(FixedImageDimension	  2)	  
(MovingInternalImagePixelType	  "float")	  
(MovingImageDimension	  2)	  
	  
//Components	  
(Registration	  "MultiResolutionRegistration")	  
(FixedImagePyramid	  "FixedRecursiveImagePyramid")	  
(MovingImagePyramid	  "MovingRecursiveImagePyramid")	  
(Transform	  "TranslationTransform")	  
//(Interpolator	  "BSplineInterpolator")	  
(Interpolator	  "LinearInterpolator")	  
(Optimizer	  "AdaptiveStochasticGradientDescent")	  
(ResampleInterpolator	  "FinalBSplineInterpolator")	  
(Resampler	  "DefaultResampler")	  
(Metric	  "AdvancedMattesMutualInformation")	  
(UseDirectionCosines	  "true")	  
	  
//	  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::	  Parameters	  to	  tune	  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Pyramid	  
(NumberOfResolutions	  3)	  
(ImagePyramidSchedule	  4	  4	  2	  2	  1	  1)	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Optimizer	  -‐	  StandardGradientDescent	  ::::	  
	  
//	  Maximum	  number	  of	  iterations	  
(MaximumNumberOfIterations	  1024)	  
	  
//	  ::::	  ImageSampler	  ::::	  	  
	  
//	  Number	  of	  sample	  (2000	  -‐	  5000)	  
(NumberOfSpatialSamples	  2048	  )	  
	  
//	  If	  UseRandomSampleRegion	  is	  set	  to	  "false",	  the	  sampler	  draws	  samples	  from	  
the	  entire	  image	  domain.	  
//	  When	  set	  to	  "true",	  the	  sampler	  randomly	  selects	  one	  voxel,	  and	  then	  selects	  
the	  remaining	  
//	  samples	  in	  a	  square	  neighbourhood	  (in	  mm)	  around	  that	  voxel	  (localized	  
similarity	  measure).	  
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(UseRandomSampleRegion	  "false")	  
(SampleRegionSize	  50.0	  50.0	  50.0)	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Transform	  ::::	  
//	  Grid	  of	  control	  points	  
//	  This	  grid	  is	  defined	  by	  the	  spacing	  between	  the	  grid	  nodes,	  in	  voxel	  size	  
//	  For	  each	  resolution	  level	  you	  can	  define	  a	  different	  grid	  spacing.	  This	  is	  what	  
we	  call	  multi-‐grid.	  
//	  The	  GridSpacingSchedule	  defines	  the	  multiplication	  factors	  for	  all	  resolution	  
levels.	  
(FinalGridSpacingInPhysicalUnits	  30.0	  30.0	  )	  
(GridSpacingSchedule	  4.0	  4.0	  	  2.0	  2.0	  	  1.0	  1.0	  )	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Transform	  ::::	  
//	  Whether	  transforms	  are	  combined	  by	  composition	  or	  by	  addition.	  
//	  In	  generally,	  Compose	  is	  the	  best	  option	  in	  most	  cases.	  
//	  It	  does	  not	  influence	  the	  results	  very	  much.	  
(HowToCombineTransforms	  "Compose")	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Several	  ::::	  
(ErodeMask	  "false"	  )	  
(WriteTransformParametersEachIteration	  "false")	  
(WriteResultImage	  "true")	  
(CompressResultImage	  "false")	  
(WriteResultImageAfterEachResolution	  "false")	  	  
(ShowExactMetricValue	  "false")	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Metric	  ::::	  
//Number	  of	  grey	  level	  bins	  in	  each	  resolution	  level:	  
(NumberOfHistogramBins	  32	  )	  
(FixedLimitRangeRatio	  0.0)	  
(MovingLimitRangeRatio	  0.0)	  
(FixedKernelBSplineOrder	  1)	  
(MovingKernelBSplineOrder	  3)	  
(UseFastAndLowMemoryVersion	  "true")	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::	  ImageSampler	  ::::	  	  
(ImageSampler	  "RandomCoordinate")	  
(FixedImageBSplineInterpolationOrder	  1	  )	  
(NewSamplesEveryIteration	  "true")	  
(CheckNumberOfSamples	  "false")	  
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(MaximumNumberOfSamplingAttempts	  10)	  
	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Optimizer	  -‐	  StandardGradientDescent	  ::::	  
//SP:	  Param_A	  in	  each	  resolution	  level.	  a_k	  =	  a/(A+k+1)^alpha	  
(SP_A	  100.0	  )	  
(ASGDParameterEstimationMethod	  "DisplacementDistribution")	  
	  
//	  ::::	  Interpolator	  and	  Resampler	  ::::	  
//Order	  of	  B-‐Spline	  interpolation	  used	  in	  each	  resolution	  level:	  
//	  It	  may	  improve	  accuracy	  if	  you	  set	  this	  to	  3.	  Never	  use	  0.	  
(BSplineInterpolationOrder	  1)	  
	  
//Order	  of	  B-‐Spline	  interpolation	  used	  for	  applying	  the	  final	  
//	  deformation.	  
//	  3	  gives	  good	  accuracy.	  
//	  1	  gives	  worse	  accuracy	  (linear	  interpolation)	  
//	  0	  gives	  worst	  accuracy,	  but	  may	  be	  appropriate	  for	  	  
//	  binary	  images;	  this	  would	  be	  equivalent	  to	  nearest	  neighbor	  
//	  interpolation.	  
(FinalBSplineInterpolationOrder	  3)	  
	  
//Default	  pixel	  value	  for	  pixels	  that	  come	  from	  outside	  the	  picture:	  
(DefaultPixelValue	  0)	  
	  
(MaximumStepLength	  0.7)	  
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Appendix	  B	  
 
Elastix Usage Example 
 
Elastix is a command-line program with no graphical user interface. The command 
line arguments can be generated by calling:  
 
elastix	  -‐	  -‐	  help	  
 
To run a registration, the following basic command can be used: 
 
elastix	  –f	  dir.ext	  –m	  dir.ext	  –out	  dir	  –p	  par.txt	  
 
In this command, after –f and –m the directory where the fixed 𝐼! and the moving 
image are located is listed respectively. Also, ext is the supported extension for the 
image file formats. The output information is written in the specified directory after –
out. The parameter file lists the components selected and their corresponding 
parameters. An example of a parameter file can be seen in Appendix A.	  
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Appendix	  C	  
 
MeVisLab Network 
 
 

 
 

Figure 14 - Network generated to compare registered images to fixed images. 
 
Figure 14 shows the network created to simultaneously visualize the results of 

registration and compare them to the fixed image. Moving and fixed images were 

transformed from .tiff extension to .mhd extension using the itkImageFileWriter 

module and loaded into MeVislab using the ImageLoad1 module. The .mhd format 

was needed for registration with elastix software. After obtaining the registered 

images with elastix, the fixed image was loaded into the Image Load module. The 

registered image was loaded into the itkImageFileReader. Using the module 

SynchroView2D allowed the simultaneous visualization of the registered and fixed 

images evaluate the accuracy of the registration process. 


